
Furniture 
 

While I did not expect to find any pieces of furniture purpose-built for children, I was 
lucky enough to stumble upon two – a toddler’s chair and an infant’s cradle.  
 

 

 
Left: Reconstruction featured at http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/wood.shtml 

Right: Child’s chair from Lund, Sweden, c1050CE. V2C page 376 
 
 
This child’s chair is dated to about 1050CE and was found in Lund, Sweden. The purpose 
of this sort of chair is to contain a small but mobile child so it requires less constant 
attention to keep it safe. The design is a simple mortice-and-tenon construction, with a 
dowel-type bar across the child’s lap.   
 
Above is a reconstruction of the whole chair, only the back and side are original (just the 
original pieces are illustrated in the photocopied documentation). The length of the extant 
side is 46.4 cm. This is the earliest extant example of this sort of chair which does not 
appear in illustrations until the 1600’s. Above image from 
http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/wood.shtml 
 
On the same page as the child’s chair is illustrated the end piece of a twelfth century 
Scandinavian child’s cradle. The legs and side are ash and decorated with zig-zag pattern 
while the runner is oak. The tallest point of the cradle is about 53 cm high and there is a 
handle cut into the side to facilitate moving the cradle.  



 
12th century child’s cradle from Schleswig, Germany. From V2C page 376 

 
Another piece of furniture illustrated in OxGer is a furniture that may be a raised chest 
but which does not have a lid or any obvious method of attaching one. I’m fairly 
confident could have been used as child’s cradle, whether or not that was the actual 
original purpose.  
 
Please also see the following Anglo-Saxon illuminations, reproduced in the swaddling 
section – Junius 11 page 53 which depicts a child in a cradle and WITE figure 15 which 
depicts two babies in a miniature bed. 



Household Items 
 

Toiletry Items  

Anyone who as ever cared for a child knows that they are essentially little goo factories 
that require constant cleaning. Toiletry items that are usually associated with women, 
such as combs, earspoons, tweezers, scissors and other implements of uncertain purpose, 
I am certain were regularly turned on their progeny in an attempt to keep them decent.  
 
Raymond the Quiet sells a variety of very nice reproductions of tweezers and earspoons.  
 
 
 
Pots and Utensils 

 
“…     Keep count of the spoons, keep track of your receptacles, 
so that the dogs to not trot off with them,     the cats not keep them, 
the birds not move them either,     children not leave them scattered about.  
There are plenty of children in the community,     lots of little heads 
Who would carry off the pots, scatter the spoons about.” 
     Kalevala 23:352-356 
 
Clearly, the household pots, pans, and spoons were no safer from young children in 
Viking homes than in any modern home. Children love to play with mom’s things 
whether for the purposes of making noise, dressing up, or playing house. Child-sized 
household goods are addressed under toys, but clearly unsupervised household itesm 
could very quickly become playthings.  
 
 
 
Knives 

Knives, on the other hand, seem to have been household items that actually belonged to 
children. While toy knives made of wood and stone are known (see section on toys), 
many Anglo-Saxon children are buried with knives proportional to their size and showing 
wear that they were actually used in life, not simply given to the child posthumously 
(Crawford p. 176-7) 
 
 
 



Skates 

 
Ice Skates are a common find in Viking contexts. They are commonly made of metatarsal 
bones, usually from cattle or horses, but horse bones seem to have been preferred. Unlike 
modern skates, bone skates do not cut the ice and so the skater must propel themselves 
with a pole, usually tipped with an iron spike. Some of the skates have holes drilled in the 
ends, but the purpose of these holes isn’t clear. Most finds are of adult sizes (some with 
shoes still attached!), but some skates have been found in childrens’ sizes (York-BAIH 
1989). See the multiple examples that follow.  
 

 
VNAS page 35 

 

 
Skates from Lund, Sweden, c1000-1100CE. V2C page 233 

 
More info about skates: 
http://www.civilization.ca/media/docs/fsvik04e.html  
http://www.hurstwic.org/history/articles/daily_living/text/games_and_sports.htm 
 



Toys 
 
Playing “House” 

 
Óláfr, his son, was then seven or eight winters old. He went from the farm to play and 
build himself a house, as it is customary for children to do. 

Bolla þáttr Bollasonar. Íslendinga Sögur. Ed. Guðni Jónsson: 244.   
 
 
Children have been playing “house” ever since the beginning of civilization. In the case 
of Norse children, we have some compelling artifacts documenting their play kitchens. 
Some of the dishes below were included in earlier bronze age burials where they may 
have had a purely funerary use, but some have been found in archaeological contexts that 
imply a play use. (See also V2C page 281 in the jewelry section)  
 
Tiny bowl from Jarlshof   Bronze age miniature dishes 

  
 
One of the most splendid types of household toys are the miniature querns, such as this 
one from Shetland. Other examples are known from Jarlshof and other sites.  
 

 
Viking children likely played at occupations other than housewife as well. For example, a 
young aspiring shoemaker had a miniature last to aid in his make-believe. Dress-up 
clothes may be represented by artifacts like the St. Andrews Hood as proposed above in 
the clothing section.  



Weapons 

 
There are several examples of weapons that may have been children’s toys, including 
wooden knives (like those found at the Farm Beneath the Sand), wooden swords, stone 
knives (like the Pictish one found at the Old Scatness Broch), and the axes and spears 
buried with young boys (see the examples in the jewelry section). There is also a 
selection of miniature weapons (primarily swords and axes) whose purpose is unclear – 
they could be classified as children’s playthings or votive offerings or have some entirely 
different purpose, such as weaving swords.  
 

       
Left: Drawing of a sword from The Breiddin (Domestic Wooden Artefacts page 34) 

Center: Wood swords from 8-9 century St Petersburg. V2C page 301. 
Right: Items from a boy’s grave, 9th century Finnish. Finds include a pennanular brooch, 

a spearhead, and an iron knife. In V2C page 281 
 
 



Ships and boats 

 
The !orwegian’s son had for a plaything a ship. 

   Króka-Refs Saga." Kjalnesinga Saga. Ed. J Halldórsson: 129.   
 
 
In such a nautically-oriented society, it is not at all surprising that children should have 
small boats for toys. While there are some very fine small boats that may be regarded as 
models or votive items, there are also some extant simpler boats that seem to be 
children’s playthings. There are examples from Dublin, the Faroe Islands, and other 
locations throughout Scnadinavia. (See the following pages for additional examples.) 
  

Child’s toy boat from Dublin 

  
 
 

 
 
Drawing of a toy boat from fishamble Street, Dublin. (Domestic Wooden Artefacts page 
123) 



 
Boat and horse form the Faroe Island  from 
http://www.civilization.ca/media/docs/fsvik04e.html 

 

 
Toy boat found in a sauna in Greenland, 11-14th century. VNAS page 308.   
 

 
Left:Stem of a toy boat from Trondheim, Norway, c 1100-1125CE. V2C page 231.  
Right: Toy boat from Haithabu, 9-11th century. V2C page 246. 


